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Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicant

Mrs M

Scheme

Schindler Group (UK) 1988 Pension Scheme (the Scheme)

Respondent

The Trustee of the Scheme (the Trustee)

Outcome

Complaint summary
Mrs M successfully transferred-out her benefits held within the Scheme. During her
transfer application, all members of the Scheme were sent details of a transfer
enhancement exercise. Mrs M said that she did not receive this and so her transfer
was completed with a non-enhanced transfer value.
Mrs M has complained that she would have delayed her transfer had she been aware
of the transfer enhancement exercise. She said that the Trustee knew of the
enhancement, so should have informed her of it prior to completing the transfer.

Background information, including submissions from the parties

•
•
•
•
•

Transfer Request and Discharge Form
Receiving Scheme Warranty Form
Pension Scams Booklet
Additional Information Sheet
Summary Funding Statement (2015)
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Adjudicator’s Opinion

•

Mrs M’s transfer was completed with the value stated in the January 2017
quotation. The transfer value reflected her benefits within the Scheme.

•

The notification of the enhanced transfer exercise was sent to the correct address.
Given Mrs M received the subsequent full offer pack, the Adjudicator did not believe
the Trustee or Company could be held responsible for the failure of the letter to
arrive.

•

The Adjudicator did not agree that the Trustee had a duty of care to ensure that Mrs
M was aware of the enhanced transfer value exercise. The Adjudicator said that the
Trustee had a duty to ensure that it paid the correct level of benefits.

•

Mrs M agreed to transfer her benefits in accordance with the January 2017
quotation. She completed the Transfer Request and Discharge Form accepting a
transfer at the January 2017 level. The receiving Scheme completed its section of
the form on the same day that members were written to about the enhanced
transfer exercise. Although the timing was unfortunate, the Adjudicator was of the
opinion that Mrs M had committed to transferring-out prior to the Company issuing
its offer of an enhanced transfer.

•

Once the Trustee received the completed transfer documents, it was obliged to
complete the transfer on the terms accepted by Mrs M and her receiving scheme.
As a result, the Adjudicator felt it was correct for the transfer to be completed
without notifying Mrs M of any potential enhancement.

•

The Trustee must always act in the best interests of Scheme beneficiaries. She
quoted the Pensions Regulator’s guidance and said that, “[the Trustee’s] duty must
not be to any group or individual that you are connected with, such as the employer
or a trade union, or a particular group of members such as pensioner members…”

•

The idea that one letter was sufficient to notify Mrs M of the enhanced transfer
value is unfair. The Trustee should have made more effort to tell the members of
the enhanced transfer offer.

•

The Trustee should have put something in place to ensure that members who were
transferring-out were made aware of the enhanced transfer offer before their
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transfers completed. Mrs M argued that the Trustee should have pro-actively
contacted members who were transferring-out regarding the enhanced offer.

Ombudsman’s decision
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Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
26 November 2019
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